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 THE NEW
 BANKING
 GENOME
Building the resilient bank of tomorrow

EU banks are under threat and are facing massive upheaval from 

regulation, relentless technology change and disruption from new 

market entrants. But help is at hand. Based on our recent research, 

we’ve devised the Resilient Bank Genome, a framework to build a 

successful future for incumbent banks.

By Michael M. Cook
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Executive 
Summary 
Resilient banks in the European Union (EU) will build their 
new foundations on culture, technology and ecosystems. 
This change is imperative, because incumbent banks are 
under extreme pressure. 

Emboldened and enabled by open banking regulations like the Revised Payment Service 

Directive (PSD2),1 digital-first challenger banks and fintechs are making meaningful inroads into 

traditional banking in Europe by capturing incumbent banks’ revenue and luring away previously 

loyal customers. With new digitally-enabled services springing up – from lending to foreign 

exchange (FX) to wealth management – consumers have more banking services choices than 

ever before. 

These new entrants are garnering meaningful financial backing, with six of the first digital 

challenger banks in the market – Atom Bank, Tandem Bank, Monzo, Starling Bank, Revolut 

and N26 – collectively attracting almost $1 billion in funding and more than 2.5 million customers 

since 2014.2 For incumbents, the ability of these insurgents to attract a customer base of this size, 

with the promise of lower fees and a better, digitally-driven experience, is a worrying sign. 

In addition, the massive upheaval expected in the political landscape (i.e., Brexit) adds further fuel 

to the fire as numerous incumbents with headquarters in the UK face uncertainty around their 

regulatory future and are, therefore, withholding spending.

Technological upheaval is also causing massive disruption in the industry with the emergence 

of innovations such as blockchain, which threatens to unseat central banking authorities like 

never before. (For more on blockchain, read our report “Financial Services: Building Blockchain 

One Block at a Time.”) And let us not forget the technology megaliths, i.e. Google, Amazon and 

Facebook, lurking at the edge of the industry, whose potential impact on incumbents could well 

be significant. 

As regulators level the industry playing field, and technology helps to lower barriers to entry and 

change industry dynamics, European banks need to become ever more resilient, redefining their 

operating and business models for the new competitive environment, rapidly accelerating their 

adoption cycles for new tech and drastically increasing their responsiveness to geo-political 

change.

What will be the cure to these threats? To discover this, Cognizant’s Center for the Future of 

Work, in partnership with Longitude Research, spoke to more than 300 senior leaders from 

European financial services organizations, including: 

❙❙	 Incumbent European banks (organizations established 10 or more years ago).

❙❙	 Challenger banks (established within the last 10 years).

❙❙	 Fintech firms (businesses providing financial services using digital technology).3

(See Methodology, page 21, for more on how the study was conducted.) 

November 2018

https://www.cognizant.com/whitepapers/financial-services-building-blockchain-one-block-at-a-time-codex2742.pdf
https://www.cognizant.com/whitepapers/financial-services-building-blockchain-one-block-at-a-time-codex2742.pdf
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Key insights from our study include: 

❙❙	 Regulation emboldens new entrants. PSD2 and open banking reforms have made new 

entrants more confident that they can compete with existing banks. Incumbents, however, 

remain oblivious. While three-fifths (61%) of fintechs and 55% of challenger banks think 

regulatory change will improve their ability to compete with incumbents, only 36% of 

incumbents realize this threat. The reality is, this isn’t yet another tick-the-box exercise of 

regulatory upheaval but the start of a new dynamic in the industry. 

❙❙	 Don’t discount the impact of blockchain. The potential for blockchain-enabled fintechs to 

disintermediate incumbents is an extremely serious threat. Fintechs are already winning this 

battle, with 34% already using blockchain compared with just 17% of incumbent banks. 

❙❙	 The digital unicorns are kicking down the door. In our study, incumbent banking execs 

identified that the largest threat (28%) to impact their business over the next three years will 

come from technology providers such as Amazon, Google, Facebook, etc. Yet the majority of 

incumbents are continuing with business as usual in the face of this potentially lethal threat. 

❙❙	 Unsecured lending and foreign exchange are ripe pickings for fintechs and challengers. 

While the majority of incumbent banks think they can maintain a competitive edge over 

fintech firms and challengers across their existing service areas, 45% fear they may lose 

strategic advantage in unsecured consumer lending, and 38% say the same about FX. Who will 

dominate these competitive battlegrounds in five years’ time? 

❙❙	 Banks – make market while you can. Most respondents (77%) agree that incumbents’ access 

to consumer data is still an advantage over fintechs and challengers. And in the wake of the 

Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal,4 respondents think trust in incumbent banks has 

grown stronger. UK regulators might be moving fastest to drive more open access to banks’ 

data, but others across Europe are moving more gradually, and consumer adoption of open 

banking services remains limited. How can banks make the most of this continued advantage 

while they can? 

❙❙	 The new rules for banking are crystalizing. A subset of incumbents is emerging as “resilient 

banks.” These banks are placing much greater priority than others on improving the internal 

culture and the digital customer experience, partnering to a greater degree with third parties 

both within and outside the banking industry, and relying on a marketplace model to move 

forward. Through our analysis of these banks, we’ve compiled the Resilient Bank Genome (see 

page 13), a framework for surviving in this new banking environment. 

4 The New Banking Genome
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The new threat 
landscape 
In the EU banking industry, simply becoming digital isn’t enough. Incumbent 
banks’ decision makers need to read the major threats to their industry – 
regulatory change, the political landscape, new competition and emerging 
technologies – and understand how these could potentially diminish, displace, 
disintermediate or destroy their business over the next five years. 

Quick Take

Response base: Incumbent banks, 199 respondents    Source: Cognizant Center for the Future of Work

Figure 1

 Reduce their competitive threat     No change     Increase the competitive threat they pose     Don’t know

33% 30% 36% 2%

Downplaying the threat
Incumbents were asked how PSD2 affects fintechs’ and challenger banks’ ability to compete. 

Getting to Grips with Regulatory Change
Regulatory change spurred by the introduction of PSD2 and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is massively 

disrupting the competitive landscape in the European market and is diminishing incumbents’ previously dominant 

position by providing new entrants with a lower cost of entry and access to incumbents’ data. This regulation will support 

competition in the market and, as a result, is proving threatening for banks unwilling to embrace new ecosystems, such as 

partnering with fintechs and embracing open banking. (For more on the open banking movement, read “Why Banks Must 

Become Smart Aggregators in the Financial Services Ecosystem.”)

Many incumbents appear to be oblivious to the increased threat introduced by these changes. In our study, roughly one-

third of incumbents think PSD2 will increase the threat posed by challengers (see Figure 1). Conversely, over half of the 

fintechs and challenger banks in our study agree PSD2 will improve their ability to compete with incumbents. In addition, 

PSD2 stands to diminish the number of services delivered to individual consumers by an incumbent. 

“PSD2 will change the paradigm, in that you will never again have just a single bank-customer relationship,” says Felix 

Wenger, Head of Channel and Distribution (Retail and Affluent) at Raiffeisen Schweiz.

https://www.cognizant.com/whitepapers/why-banks-must-become-smart-aggregators-in-the-financial-services-digital-ecosystem-codex2866.pdf
https://www.cognizant.com/whitepapers/why-banks-must-become-smart-aggregators-in-the-financial-services-digital-ecosystem-codex2866.pdf
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1  Diminishment: profound 
structural change ahead
The majority of EU banking leaders (63%) are confident that the regulatory change brought on 

by PSD2 will not impact the competitive threat to their organization. However, is this misguided? 

And does the majority of incumbents have the organizational firepower to manage this new 

onslaught and prevent diminishment? It is unlikely, and we expect the following cracks to emerge 

within certain incumbent organizations in the face of PSD2:

❙❙	 PSD2 will lay bare low customer service levels. Incumbent banks’ operating costs and 

controls are significantly greater than other industries. Primarily brought on by legacy 

infrastructure and continuous regulatory change, the cost/control burden has made 

incumbents proverbial oil tankers when it comes to moving on innovation and transformation 

initiatives. But with the emergence of agile start-ups, incumbents face a PR nightmare if their 

customer service and experience initiatives are compared with those of the newcomers. And 

when you consider that testing processes alone at incumbent banks often cost more and take 

longer than many start-up development cycles, the challenges could become exceptionally 

burdensome.5 

❙❙	 PSD2 will expose the rotten wood in your technology stack. Incumbent banks have 

long debated whether or not to invest in an open API infrastructure. All too often, these 

conversations descend into arguments centered around loss of control – a hard pill for 

banking execs to swallow. Now, however, with PSD2 mandating this change, banks with legacy 

systems may seriously struggle to retrofit APIs into their out-of-date infrastructures. Your dirty 

technology laundry could now be plain for everyone to see. (For more on this, please read our 

report “How Digital 2.0 Is Driving Banking’s Next Wave of Change.”)

❙❙	 PSD2 will shake, and potentially break, your organizational foundations. This regulatory 

change is going to force banks into doing something they are inherently bad at: working across 

multiple, separate business units. PSD2 requires highly defined input and collaboration among 

multiple business units, including IT, operations, legal and compliance. Incumbent banks will 

struggle to get this right.

 The impact on banks’ technology, customer experience, organizational structures and 

competitive landscape, brought on by PSD2, could well diminish the control banks have over 

their customers. This is a serious threat to incumbents’ bottom line, and the protection many 

took for granted has started to erode. 

Through our study, we’ve identified the following 
four threats to incumbent banks in the EU.

https://www.cognizant.com/whitepapers/how-digital-2-0-is-driving-banking-s-next-wave-of-change-codex2865.pdf
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2  Displacement: banks  
are no longer the popular  
kid on the playground
On top of a diminishing market presence, incumbents’ customer interactions are now being 

displaced by new entrants within their own value chain, putting them at risk of becoming pure 

clearinghouses in the banking industry. 

Challengers and fintechs are in a prime position to flourish; firstly, regulation is providing them 

with the tools, i.e. data, to prosper, and secondly, they’re able to rapidly adapt to changing 

consumer expectations, brought on by the influence of the FANGs (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix 

and Google). Without legacy IT systems holding them back, the newcomers can put the customer 

experience at the heart of their operating models, and make the app the centerpiece of their 

engagement model. 

This creates a serious problem for banks over the next five years, across the value chain:

❙❙	 At mobile points of interaction: Incumbents’ mobile applications are being displaced by 

fintech apps, such as Cleo, Plum and Chip,6 which are taking full advantage of open banking. 

These artificial intelligence (AI)-assisted apps allow for deep-dive, analytics-driven analysis 

of customers’ spending and account balances, and allow for value-added services such as 

automated intelligent saving.

❙❙	 At both digital and physical points of payment: Incumbents’ interactions with consumers 

are also being displaced. For example, Apple Pay is being used in retail settings and PayPal in 

the digital realm. 

❙❙	 In the customer-facing end of entire services: The prime example here is foreign exchange. 

Fintechs like Azimo and TransferWise are now providing direct FX transfers for consumers, 

thereby relegating banks to the role of pure clearinghouses.

This displaced interaction with consumers not only reduces customer face time and negatively 

impacts the customer experience (the secret sauce driving fintech and challenger success); it also 

directly impacts incumbents’ bottom line. An example is TransferWise, which is luring customers 

away with charges up to six times lower than what many incumbents charge for international 

transfers. 7 These opt-in services from fintechs and challengers are helping customers leapfrog 

legacy services, displacing banks’ customer communication capabilities, as well as the ability to 

cross-sell and upsell to them.
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3  Disintermediation:  
situation critical
For a long time, disintermediation has been the doomsday scenario striking fear into 

the hearts of all boardrooms. And for good reason, as the implications of this situation 

could prove critical. A report by Bain & Co. indicates that over the next five years, globally, 

banks could lose as much as €2.4 billion in pretax profits through disintermediation in the 

lending sector alone.8 Fintech crowd lenders such as FundingSecure9, Swisspeers10 and 

Kabbage11 are thriving, providing an alternative to bank credit and investment, and in the 

process completely disintermediating banks. 

But a greater threat lurks in the form of blockchain, a technology that could potentially 

disintermediate banks, not just in lending, but at multiple points within the banking value 

chain as well. Blockchain has long being touted as one of the most disruptive technologies 

of our time,12 and its impact is beginning to be felt across industries, especially in finance.13 

However, both incumbent and challenger banks have been slow to adopt and pilot this 

technology when compared with fintechs (see Figure 2).

This apparent foot-dragging can be explained in part by the failure of cryptocurrencies 

(blockchain technology’s foundational application) to live up to their hype;14 however, 

it would be extremely short-sighted to believe that blockchain does not have the 

potential to overturn the banking industry within the next five to 10 years and potentially 

disintermediate many of the services incumbents provide (see Quick Take, next page).

While most blockchain platforms cannot handle the scale of transactions required to 

completely disintermediate banks, due to the reduced lag time in transaction completion, 

the Ripple XRP platform may ultimately address this. Since XRP’s inception, all ledgers 

have closed without issue. In addition, the XRP ledger handles 1,500 transactions per 

second, 24×7, and can scale to handle the same throughput as Visa.15

Implementation and 
piloting of blockchain 

17%

34%

Response bases: Fintech, 59 respondents; Banks, 

265 respondents 

Source: Cognizant Center for the Future of Work

Figure 2
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Blockchain’s Disintermediation Effect on the 
Value Chain

❙❙	 Payments: Payments are a major revenue source for banks, representing 

about 10% of annual profits, according to data leaked from a major European 

bank.16 Blockchain’s secure, lower-cost method of sending peer-to-peer (P2P) 

payments eliminates the need for a banking intermediary. Trends observable 

in Africa could quickly migrate to the EU; an example is BitPesa, a blockchain 

company focused on facilitating B2B payments in Kenya, Nigeria and Uganda. 

BitPesa currently handles monthly trade volumes of about $10 million. 

Compared with a whopping 9.2% fee charged on the average cross-border 

payment to Kenya, BitPesa17 is able to slash fees to 3% through blockchain.

❙❙	 Clearing and settlement: Using the SWIFT interbank transfer protocol, an 

international transfer can take three days on average to settle.Comparatively, 

an interbank blockchain could keep track of all transactions, publicly, securely 

and transparently. So, rather than relying on a network of custodial services and 

correspondent banks, transactions could be settled directly on the blockchain. 

Early tests indicate that blockchain could reduce international transfer time to a 

matter of seconds.18 In addition, this reduction of three days interest on the float 

is, in itself, an existential threat to incumbent banks.

❙❙	 Fundraising: Through blockchain, individuals or organizations don’t need a 

platform, negotiations or venture capitalists to raise money. Anyone is free to 

raise money from anyone, at any time, through initial coin offerings (ICOs) off a 

platform such as Waves,19 and any entity can invest in projects of interest.

❙❙	 Securities: Custodian banks in the securities market could see a massive 

reduction in transaction volumes as blockchain technology removes the 

need for third-party intermediation in a security exchange. With a distributed 

ledger, it’s possible to transfer the rights to an asset through cryptographic 

tokens. While cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripple have 

accomplished this with purely digital assets, new blockchain companies are 

working on ways to tokenize real-world assets, from stocks to real estate to 

gold.20

❙❙	 Loan and credit: Currently, banks underwrite loans based on an inaccurate 

and insecure system of credit reporting. Lending on the blockchain offers a 

cheaper, more efficient and more secure way of making personal loans to a 

broader pool of consumers. With a cryptographically secure, decentralized 

registry of historical payments, consumers could apply for loans based on a 

significantly more accurate global credit score. This reduces the inherent risk 

in credit lending and, therefore, lowers the entry point for new start-ups in this 

space.

Quick Take
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4  Destruction: exploring the 
doomsday scenario 
The major threat to banking is set to come from outside the industry. The entry of the digital 

unicorns into the banking industry, including Google, Facebook and Amazon, represents a major 

threat for incumbent banks. According to a recent study, roughly one in three banking and 

insurance customers globally would consider switching their accounts to Google, Amazon or 

Facebook if the Silicon Valley giants offered financial services,21 underpinning just how credible, 

and potentially crippling this threat is.

Currently, Amazon is in talks with JPMorgan Chase and Capital One about developing a checking 

account-style product for its U.S. customers.22 Bain estimates that a banking service from Amazon 

could swell to more than 70 million customer accounts within five years.23 And Facebook, which 

already has its e-money license, is fast transitioning into the banking world, initially through 

partnerships with incumbents and fintechs across its Messenger platform.24

Banking leaders are fast realizing the danger of these technology players, listing technology 

providers as their greatest competitive threat within the next three years (see Figure 3). 

10 The New Banking Genome

Response base: Incumbent banks, 199 respondents  Source: Cognizant Center for the Future of Work

Figure 3

Incumbents’ greatest competitive threat

26%

A challenger bank A fintech firm A technology company

30%

20%

28%24%
17%

in 3 years in 10 years
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Ultimately, technology providers excel in four key areas that have the potential to put them in 

front of most incumbent banks:

❙❙	 Better data: With data as “the new oil,” these digital unicorns are our new oil barons. Facebook 

alone has the personal data of two billion global users, while Google and Amazon have one 

billion and 310 million users, respectively. Through this level of data, these organizations can 

determine how, when, where and why individuals spend, save and invest, thereby creating a 

powerful system for driving highly-personalized banking solutions. Also, with this data, these 

organizations could easily determine where individuals bank, thereby initiating targeted 

customer acquisition strategies.

❙❙	 Superior customer experience: These companies have made customer experience the 

cornerstone of their operations. Think of Amazon’s next- or same-day delivery, and Google’s 

integration into many of our daily activities. Compounding this problem is that, as already 

discussed, incumbent banks’ customer service levels will be uncovered in the face of PSD2.

❙❙	 Digitally native platforms: These organizations were all digital-first, with minimal legacy 

infrastructure to overcome. In addition, these organizations are renowned for employing the 

best digital talent, making it highly probable for them to launch a vastly superior digital banking 

experience. 

❙❙	 Customer loyalty: The problem of Facebook Addiction Disorder (FAD) is already considered 

a serious issue in Western societies,25 but the digital unicorns have also built genuine customer 

loyalty, despite ongoing privacy concerns, with Google and Amazon becoming integrated into 

numerous facets of consumers’ lives. In this regard, these organizations have already won.

The danger these technology incumbents pose cannot be underestimated. Here we’ve looked at 

Facebook, Amazon and Google for simplification, but other entrants, such as Alibaba and PayPal, 

also pose equal threats. 

11The New Banking Genome
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Welcome 
the 
resilient 
bank
In our study, we identified a subset of incumbent bank respondents willing to embrace a new model of banking – 

banks that put customer needs at the heart of their operating model by breaking down silos between departments, 

nurturing a culture of innovation, actively implementing an open API architecture, and focusing on digital 

transformation rather than optimization. 

These organizations – which we have dubbed “resilient banks” – have implemented advanced automation of data 

processing across the front office, embedded real-time data analytics to support core business services in the 

middle and back office, and embraced public cloud solutions. In addition, over half (52%) of this group is satisfied 

that they have simplified their legacy IT infrastructure, compared with just 30% of the other incumbents who claim 

to have simplified their IT. 

The resilient banks’ approach could serve as the fintech antidote, helping incumbents to adapt and rebuild their 

models to maintain their competitiveness – whatever the new entrants throw at them. 

12 The New Banking Genome
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Source: Cognizant Center for the Future of Work
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Culture: the CRISPR to the 
Resilient Bank Genome
To emulate resilient banks, incumbents first need to take a long, hard look at their culture. 

Does it encourage a strategic mindset? Does it encourage collaboration between business 

units? Does it enable rapid innovation? If the answer is no to most of these questions, it’s 

time to make some intentional cultural shifts.26

APIs: establishing a  
collaborative architecture
The benefits of open APIs extend beyond PSD2 compliance. The adoption of APIs can 

internally assist in cross-department collaboration efforts by enabling cross-business-unit 

data to be shared more effectively between teams, improving system coordination and 

enhancing the pace of processes and transactions. 

For incumbents still in the process of utilizing open APIs, it’s important to look beyond 

compliance and identify how the art and science of modern APIs can extend business value 

in internal projects and through external offerings. For example, Wells Fargo in the U.S. 

is using open APIs to decouple its products so that customers can define which specific 

services they require.32 

First, make sure your organization’s strategic objectives are made clear to the 

entire company. HSBC, for example, has launched its Exchange program, which allows 

employees to directly interact and engage with senior management on the strategic 

goals of the organization.27

Second, take active steps to encourage interdepartmental collaboration. ING has 

implemented 350 nine-person squads consisting of members from varying business 

functions to increase IT agility. As a result of this initiative, ING is now releasing software 

updates on a two- to three-week basis rather than five to six times a year, and has 

improved customer satisfaction and employee engagement scores.28

Third, make innovation the core culture of your organization. Often this innovation 

is best actioned at the edge of your company. Santander is one example of a bank that 

gets this and is hosting hackathons to address key technological and regulatory issues 

the bank is facing.29 In addition, Santander has been the first bank in the UK to launch a 

blockchain-enabled international payments service.30 

And last but not least, make sure performance management is based on business 

outcomes and not just KPIs. However, it’s worth noting that metrics can only take an 

organization so far in the age of the algorithm. (For more on this topic, see our recent 

report “The Culture Cure for Digital.”)31

https://www.cognizant.com/whitepapers/the-culture-cure-for-digital-how-to-fix-whats-ailing-business-codex3673.pdf
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Tech: it has to be data-first
Resilient banks are ahead of the digital curve, with vast differences emerging in tech adoption 

rates (see Figure 6).

One of the strengths of fintechs and challenger banks tends to be their ability to add value 

for customers by processing their data in real time and responding intuitively to their needs. 

Incumbent banks are still improving this capability, but as they get up to speed, the opportunities 

to add value could be even greater, due to their scale and breadth of customer data and superior 

funding, which they can apply to meeting the more diverse needs of consumers’ banking product 

and service requirements. Enhanced data analytics tools further increase the effectiveness of this 

type of strategy. Being there for the client at exactly the moment when they’re thinking about 

getting a loan or buying a car for their child on graduation day, is a game changer. 

Response bases: Resilient banks: 46 respondents. Other incumbents, 153 respondents.

Source: Cognizant Center for the Future of Work

Figure 6

Tech adoption rates: resilient banks vs. other incumbents
Respondents were asked to what extent they’ve implemented the following technologies.
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Resilient banks’ analytics edge
Respondents were asked how effectively their organization uses data from customer accounts, balances and transaction 

history. (Percent saying “somewhat” or “very” strong ability.)

Response bases: Resilient banks: 46 respondents. Other incumbents: 153 respondents.

Source: Cognizant Center for the Future of Work

Figure 7

But the benefits go beyond preempting customer needs, and the resilient banks in our study are 

more effective than the rest of the incumbents in every category of customer data analytics we 

tested. They’re more apt than other incumbents to believe they’re strong in enhancing digital 

experiences for retail clients and identifying trends in their retail clients’ behavior (see Figure 7). 

This emphasis also informs where the resilient banks are placing their other emerging technology 

bets. They have taken a significant lead over other incumbents in implementing and piloting AI, 

robotic process automation (RPA) and blockchain. 

AI adoption is more than three times more prevalent among resilient banks (41%) than other 

incumbents (14%). At this point, the majority of this implementation is in front-end chatbots for 

automated customer queries and interaction, although there is an increasing proportion of AI 

being used in the back and middle office to streamline processes and reduce cost. These areas 

include fraud detection,33 due diligence, legal contract review and cyber security analysis. 

While there is a notable 5% difference in adoption rates of blockchain between incumbents and 

resilient banks, overall adoption at this stage is relatively weak. This is due to two main reasons: 

Many banks are still in the R&D phase of development, and certain incumbents believe other 

technologies can generate more immediate gains in the short term and are, therefore, prioritizing 

their investments. Notable exceptions to this slow takeup of blockchain include Crédit Agricole’s 

investment in SETL34 and Santander’s $4 million investment in Ripple in 2015,35 which is starting to 

come to fruition with a blockchain-based application for cross-border foreign exchange. 
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Enter the open marketplace
Open banking regulation has led to a new dynamic in the banking industry. Rather than operating 

in a silo fashion, fintechs, challengers and incumbents can now interact in an almost “marketplace” 

environment by utilizing each others’ IP and data through white labeling or partnership models. 

This capability is defining banking in Europe today, helping incumbents adapt to rapidly changing 

consumer expectations, and will heavily impact incumbents moving forward.

This open marketplace can be defined by a bank actively participating with other players by 

proactively incorporating comprehensive API architecture, partnering with fintechs, white-labeling 

fintech offerings in the incumbent’s portfolio, and driving targeted growth in the fintech sector 

by direct investments and/or hosting hackathons and sprints with fintechs and challenger banks. 

In some cases, incumbents have acted on all these initiatives or have partially entered this open 

marketplace by embracing a select few of the above. 

However, concerns have emerged about the impact of partnering with fintechs to drive innovation 

and enhance their services delivery. Nearly three-fifths of incumbents (57%) think these relationships 

will dilute their profit margins, and 72% agree they will have to work harder to retain customers in 

future. According to research by McKinsey, fintechs could reduce banks’ net profit by 13%.36

According to the same report, however, the potential upsides to these partnerships outweigh the 

margin implications, with revenues expected to increase by 5% due to new offers and business 

models. A further 10% revenue boost is expected from related digital products and digital sales, 

combined with a 30% reduction in costs due to automation, digitization and transaction migration, 

according to the report. 

Resilient banks have been wise to these positive implications, with more than half (54%) having 

embarked on at least one fintech partnerships in the past three years, compared with just 31% of 

other incumbents (see Figure 8). An example is ING’s 2015 investment in lending fintech Kabbage.37

Response bases: Resilient banks: 46 respondents. Other incumbents: 153 respondents. 

Source: Cognizant Center for the Future of Work

Figure 8

Resilient banks vs. other incumbents: actions taken in 
the past three years

Allowed a third-party fintech to make their
services available via your platform

Partnered with a fintech  to 
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Created an incubator/accelerator
for early-stage fintechs

Acquired a minority stake in a 
challenger bank

Acquired a minority stake in a fintech

Bought a fintech outright

70%
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50%

33%
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33%
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28%

30%
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A high percentage of resilient banks (70%) have opened up the ecosystem further, allowing third 

parties to make their services available on their platform over the past three years, compared with 

just 25% of incumbent banks. 

Resilient banks have realized there is further value to be gained in an open banking marketplace, 

with all having at least a partial marketplace model, and more than half (54%) expecting to move 

to a full marketplace model in the long term. They recognize that, done right, a partnership 

ecosystem with fintechs need not cause them to lose or dilute their relationships with customers – 

nor come at the expense of their bottom line. Many fintechs are now offering flexible partnership 

options that include white-labeling services. Santander has undertaking a number of white-

labeling partnerships with fintechs, including Kabbage and Ripple, as well as running a referral 

program with Funding Circle.38

This marketplace model is, therefore, mitigating the effects of aging legacy infrastructures by 

allowing incumbents to base products such as current accounts and payment solutions off of 

white-labeled fintech services. These services can often provide sophisticated data analytics 

capabilities that would have been out of reach of incumbents due to the inflexibility of their legacy 

systems. For example, ING and Santander have white-labeled Kabbage’s automated SME lending 

platform and integrated it into their product portfolio.39

This marketplace model can also extend further by opening up new areas of innovation for 

incumbents through accelerator and incubator programs. The resilient banks in our study are 

more likely to have created incubators for fintechs or bought minority stakes in them rather than 

acquired one outright. This is a model that can help to maximize the value of the relationship for 

both parties. 

Nationwide is one incumbent that has now set up a venture fund to help develop targeted 

partnerships with fintech firms. “We’re all about the long-term partnerships,” stated Nationwide’s 

Graham Lloyd, head of corporate planning, during our survey. “We’ve invested in two fintechs, and 

we have another two in the pipeline. What we are looking for is – we call it a two-way collaboration 

– where we benefit from understanding new ways of work, innovative thinking and different 

approaches that we can then bring into our innovation.” 

Regulation and the digital expectations of consumers will demand that incumbent banks 

open their APIs to fintechs and developers to keep pace with innovation and service delivery. 

Over-reliance on internal development of new software solutions will slow innovation and 

transformation progress – a lesson that other industries have already learned. 

18 The New Banking Genome
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Free the genome: 
rules for becoming  
a resilient bank
Incumbent banks still have a strong hold on the market. But to earn and maintain their place in 

the new environment, they will need to adapt their culture, operating models and technology 

infrastructure to stay resilient and sharpen their competitiveness in this increasingly dynamic 

market. Incumbents should prioritize the following in their approach: 

❙❙	 Put customers at the heart of their operating model. Banks need to reframe data and 

processes around their customers. Resilient banks started by simplifying legacy systems 

and applying automation, and they are now prioritizing digital experience and data analytics 

investments. A better view of the client will enable a superior client experience and the ability 

to deliver more services at the right moment, thereby maintaining loyalty and wallet share.

❙❙	 Embrace the marketplace model. Open banking is still in its infancy, but it has the potential 

to scale innovation within incumbents. Take a cue from resilient banks and explore the 

possibilities of either white-labeling fintech services, partnering or even creating fintech 

incubators/accelerators at the edge of your organization. 

❙❙	 Utilize coming regulatory upheaval as a catalyst for change. PSD2 has the potential 

to expose incumbents’ technology, cultural and customer service shortcomings. But this 

regulatory change should be viewed as a driver for optimization, innovation and transformation 

initiatives and as the catalyst to overcoming internal barriers to change. 

❙❙	 Incubate a culture that fertilizes innovation. For innovation and transformation to take 

off, there has to be a fertile environment for it to incubate. A culture of innovation needs to 

come from the top and pivot a central strategic aim. Communicate this often, and encourage 

employee feedback on strategic initiatives.

❙❙	 Don’t fall into blockchain oblivion. Don’t be fooled by slow movers in this area – the 

ramifications of blockchain at nearly every stage of the banking value chain will be profound. 

Identify these potential risks, pilot and then build in order to remain resilient. Also, the potential 

cost reduction of blockchain-enabled banking services should serve as the rocket fuel for 

championing these projects.
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A Swiss perspective on the Resilient Bank Genome

When viewing the threats to the banking industry through a Swiss lens, a few 

fundamental differences emerge compared with the rest of Europe. First of all, the 

majority of Swiss financial service providers cover all banking services, including 

retail banking, leasing, corporate and investment banking, asset and wealth 

management. 

Like other incumbent banks in Europe, Swiss banks face challenges. However, 

certain institutional differences in Swiss banks change this threat landscape 

compared with other incumbents within Europe, including:

❙❙	 A client-centric culture and mindset. Banking secrecy is part and parcel 

of Swiss banks’ DNA, and for years has guaranteed clients’ data privacy. To 

comply with GDPR, the Swiss Data Protection Act has been revised.40 Due to 

their international clients’ portfolios, most Swiss banks have made a number of 

improvements to their GDPR compliance. 

❙❙	 Despite PSD2, the open banking marketplace is in full swing. PSD2 is 

indirectly impacting Swiss banks with operations in the rest of Europe. However, 

the Swiss Bankers Association is against the adaptation of PSD2 into Swiss 

law, as the view is that the industry has already built processes to manage the 

challenges introduced by PSD2. The Swiss Corporate API initiative,41 supported 

by SIX and in which Credit Suisse, Raiffeisen Switzerland, UBS, Valiant and 

Zurich Cantonal Bank are involved, enables Swiss bankers to leverage API 

architectures and the open marketplace model.

❙❙	 Blockchain is going mainstream. Recently, a major blockchain initiative has 

been achieved with Komgo SA, a platform that seeks to digitalize the trade and 

commodities finance sector through a blockchain-based open platform. This 

platform is led by Société Générale, located in Geneva.42 

❙❙	 Support from local administration. Local government is starting initiatives to 

attract and enable fintechs, such as the Crypto Valley, located in Zug. Crypto 

Valley is uniquely positioned to make the most of the decentralized Swiss 

political system and its matchless business environment.43

Quick Take

20 The New Banking Genome
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Work in progress:  
become the resilient bank
The days of traditional banking with astronomically high 
barriers to entry are coming to an end, and a drastic 
mindset shift from the incumbent sector of the industry is 
needed in order to remain relevant and resist disruption.

The banking threats laid out in this report could diminish, displace, disintermediate and even 

destroy incumbent banks that are not adequately prepared. But within each of these threats lie 

opportunities waiting to be seized.

Incumbent banking leaders need to embrace the new open banking ecosystem they are faced 

with, instill a culture of innovation, partner or acquire where applicable and streamline their 

organization. This will allow them to focus on customer centricity and themselves become 

resilient banks. 

Note: All company names, trade names, trademarks, trade dress, designs/logos, copyrights, 

images and products referenced in this white paper are the property of their respective owners. 

No company referenced in this white paper sponsored this white paper or the contents thereof.

Methodology
This report is based on a Longitude Research survey sponsored by Cognizant on threats facing 

the banking industry and how leading banks are adapting. The study consisted of a web survey of 

European fintech, challenger banks and incumbent banking leaders. Surveys were carried out in 

Q2 and Q3 2018 with 300 European executives at the C-suite and C-suite-1 levels. Survey data 

was reinforced by in-depth telephone interviews with senior commentators and experts..
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